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Unleashing Optics and
Optoacoustics for
Developmental Biology
J. Ripoll,1,2 B. Koberstein-Schwarz,3,4 and V. Ntziachristos4,*
The past decade marked an optical revolution in biology: an unprecedented
number of optical techniques were developed and adopted for biological
exploration, demonstrating increasing interest in optical imaging and in vivo
interrogations. Optical methods have become faster and have reached nanoscale resolution, and are now complemented by optoacoustic (photoacoustic)
methods capable of imaging whole specimens in vivo. Never before were so
many optical imaging barriers broken in such a short time-frame: with new
approaches to optical microscopy and mesoscopy came an increased ability to
image biology at unprecedented speed, resolution, and depth. This review
covers the most relevant techniques for imaging in developmental biology,
and offers an outlook on the next steps for these technologies and their
applications.

Trends
The use of the NIR II (1000 1700 nm)
range of the spectrum will open new
ways to image deeper in vivo with
unprecedented spatial resolution.
Multispectral optoacoustic tomogra
phy is capable of imaging speciﬁc ﬂuor
ophores and chromophores through
several centimeters of tissue while
maintaining resolution under 100 mm.
Novel
light
sheet
microscopy
approaches are capable of 3D imaging
in small transparent specimens with
subcellular resolution at rates of 200
sections per second.

The Challenges of In Vivo Imaging
One of the most evident needs in ontogeny is the need to recover volumetric information at
cellular resolution of a live organism as it develops. This need has been one of the main driving
forces of most of the novel imaging approaches. While probing live tissue, our main interest lies in
maintaining the conditions as physiologically normal as possible. In this regard, maintained
exposure to light not only causes photobleaching of the ﬂuorescent proteins expressed by the
organism but also has adverse phototoxic effects which thwart normal development. The
amount of research and technology devoted to reducing this exposure is evident in the evolution
of confocal microscopy where the use of the spinning disk [1] in the past decade provided the
means to extend the number of hours the samples could be under the microscope.
Photobleaching, of course, is not the only problem we encounter when imaging a developing
organism. As the cellular structure of our specimen changes, so do its optical properties, the
most relevant of which is scattering (Box 1), which scrambles the spatial information yielding a
‘blurry’ image (and conversely, a widening of the excitation focal spot within the sample). This
occurs mainly when samples have reached a size comparable to the transport mean free path
(Box 1) which, in the context of in vivo imaging, refers to sample sizes not in the micron range, but
rather in the tenths or hundreds of microns and above.
In summary, our ability to image a developing organism from the ﬁrst cell division to the adult
stages depends on how we address three main aspects of imaging: penetration depth (and
therefore the effect of scattering); speed (resulting in lower photobleaching which in turn allows
longer time-lapse measurements, and the possibility of imaging in 3D fast processes such as the
fate of individual cells); and resolution (our ability to spatially resolve individual speciﬁc markers).
The approaches taken to address these three parameters have resulted in a large number of

New advances in super resolution
approaches can image live cells with
resolution under 100 nm and offer 3D
imaging capabilities.
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Box 1. Scattering and Its Effect on In Vivo Imaging
As a small cluster of cells, which exhibits negligible scattering, grows and expands, so does their scattering power. This
has, and still does, limit the age and/or size we are able to study with cellular resolution in vivo. Once the scattering
contribution of the developing organism is signiﬁcant, either through growth or the creation of more complex interfaces,
our excitation sources are not capable of focusing within the organism, and our optical detection methods are not
capable of imaging the ﬂuorescence emitted with the required spatial resolution.
Once we reach a speciﬁc tissue density, and the contribution of scattering is substantial, most of the approaches based
on geometrical optics fail, even when combined with multiphoton excitation and/or structured illumination. This tissue
density, or rather, the optical distance light has to travel to have a strong scattering component, is approximately 1 mm
in tissues, this distance being termed the ‘transport mean free path’. In these cases we need to resort to mesoscopic
methods, which can account for the effect of scattering, or to other methods such as optoacoustic tomography for which
the effect of scattering is several orders of magnitude smaller.
It is important to understand that the ‘optical size’ of a specimen is measured in terms of its size in transport mean free
path units: samples with dimensions much smaller than the transport mean free path are considered to be transparent,
while samples larger than the transport mean free path are considered to cause diffusion of light. Techniques such as
wavefront correction attempt to correct the distortion of the initial coherent illumination wavefront introduced by
scattering. In light microscopy, spatial light modulators (SLM) [86 90] and adaptive optics are capable of modulating
the phase and intensity, and therefore the wavefront of the incident beam. These wavefront correcting techniques have
several potential applications where, for example, the corrected focus allows them to effectively remove the effect of
scattering over large volumes (>240 mm) of the live zebraﬁsh brain [91].

technological developments and data-processing schemes that offer diverse potential for
imaging a developing organism. Nonetheless, navigating the imaging features and application
possibilities of these methods can be a challenging task. With the fundamental assumption that
there is no single imaging approach that will address all issues simultaneously, in this review we
offer a classiﬁcation of recent developments in imaging techniques, in the hope of aiding the
selection of ‘the right tool for the job’. This classiﬁcation is based on which aspect of imaging
(depth, speed, or resolution) is tackled more efﬁciently, discussing the pros and cons of each
technique when applied speciﬁcally for imaging in developmental biology.

Imaging Deeper
The optical properties of the tissue under investigation, mainly absorption and scattering, will
determine how light will propagate and in turn establish our resolution and sensitivity [2]. The
attenuation of light in tissue is mainly caused by the absorption of light by hemoglobin and water,
blood being highly absorbing in the visible wavelengths (up to 650 nm), while water has a high
increase in absorption which starts in the infrared (IR) portion of the spectrum (from 1100 nm
onwards). The spectral range in the near-infrared (NIR), where the absorption of both hemoglobin and water are minimum, is termed an ‘optical window’, allowing increased imaging depth –
note that there is also a narrow second NIR window at 1300–1400 nm, termed the NIR IIa
window [3]. However, even though scattering exhibits lower values as we go to longer wavelengths, unfortunately there is no such thing as a completely ‘scattering-free window’. In this
aspect, Hong et al. have made signiﬁcant developments in using the intrinsic photoluminescence of single-walled nanotubes in the NIR IIa spectral window to image through the intact skull
of a mouse at the unprecedented resolution of sub-10 mm at 2 mm depth. This second optical
window has yet to be exploited and shows great potential because it signiﬁcantly lowers the
contribution of scattering. With respect to the traditional optical window, to achieve penetration
depths in the order of the transport mean free path (1 mm in tissues, Box 1) or higher, we can
therefore either exploit the lower scattering and absorption present in tissue by using IR
wavelengths, as in multi-photon microscopy, or we may physically model light propagation
in tissues and account for the presence of scattering as in projection tomography. For larger
penetration depths which enable whole-body in vivo imaging, the effect of scattering is circumvented by combining the advantages of optics and acoustics as in optoacoustic imaging, which
consist of the measurement of an acoustic signal generated by the absorption of light.

Multiphoton Microscopy
Multiphoton microscopy generates contrast by making use of nonlinear optical processes which
take place when high energy densities are achieved [4,5], a situation which requires the use of
short pulsed sources (in the femtosecond range – the shorter the pulse, the higher the energy
density). Of the different non-linear effects, the most widely used is two-photon excitation
microscopy (2PM), where the ﬂuorescence in the sample is excited through the simultaneous
absorption of two photons of lower energy, an event which requires high energy ﬂux. This high
energy density is maximum at the focal point, providing optical sectioning and reducing the
background signal. By scanning the focal spot through the volume of the sample, in what is
termed ‘laser scanning microscopy’, an image of the sample is generated. In addition to optical
sectioning and an inherently higher resolution owing to non-linear excitation, the use of wavelengths in the IR ensures penetration depths of up to 1 mm, an additional advantage of 2PM.
With this technique structures deep inside biological tissue can be resolved with 1.9 mm
resolution, as seen in Figure 1A where an image of cortical vasculature in a mouse brain is shown
[6].
Three-photon excitation microscopy (3PM), which makes use of excitation wavelengths in the
1600–1800 nm region (a region between two high absorption peaks of water of the NIR II part of
the spectrum), and in which three photons are absorbed simultaneously, may be used to
improve spatial resolution and a slight increase in depth penetration. Horton et al. [7] demonstrated in mice that with 3PM it is possible to resolve neuronal structures in regions of the brain
deep under the surface, with 0.9 mm and 4.4 mm lateral and axial resolution, respectively.
In addition to depth penetration, simultaneous imaging of multiple ﬂuorescent proteins is also a
crucial need in live imaging. In [8] an optical parametric oscillator is used to generate a beam with
a tunable wavelength above 1080 nm, allowing excitation in the NIR. Simultaneous two-photon
excitation of three ﬂuorophores has also been achieved [9] by combining two beams of different
wavelengths, generating the third excitation wavelength through the spatiotemporal overlap
between both beams. The simultaneous excitation of three distinct ﬂuorophores enabled
imaging of Brainbow-labeled mouse cortical tissue [10], allowing the differentiation of individual
neurons within the tissue.
Exploitation of additional non-linear effects such as second or third harmonic generation (SHG/
THG) can also be used to generate label-free tissue contrast, but requires the presence of
speciﬁc structures in the tissue that are capable of generating harmonic frequencies in response
to the excitation frequency. Elongated and periodic structures such as myoﬁbrils or motitic
spindles, for example, are capable of SHG, generating light of exactly half the wavelength (or one
third of the original wavelength for THG) [11]. The structural contrast obtained by SHGM and
THGM can provide complementary information to the images obtained in 2PM, which is why the
two methods are often combined [7,9,12]. Although both SHG and THG microscopy have been
frequently used since the turn of the millennium, only recent developments have applied them to
cell lineage tracking in early zebraﬁsh embryos [13] or to live brain imaging combined with
targeted patch-clamp recordings of single neurons, allowing both recording and inﬂuencing the
membrane potential of single cells [12] while performing volumetric imaging.

Projection Tomography
Optical volumetric images can be also generated by collecting light transmitted through the
volume of interest at different projections (angles), in analogy to X-ray computed tomography
(CT). The technique was originally termed optical projection tomography [14–16], and was ﬁrst
published as a technique capable of imaging cleared and ﬁxed tissues, but was later also applied
to microscopic samples in vivo [17–20]. Image formation is based on using mathematical models
to reconstruct optical contrast within the medium being imaged, an approach capable of
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Figure 1. (A) Two photon ﬂuorescence images of cortical vasculature in a mouse brain. 235 x y frames from 60 mm above
the cortical surface to 1110 mm below are taken at a depth increment of 5 mm. The depth increments in the stack are 20 mm
from 1110 to 1490 mm and 30 mm from 1490 to 1670 mm. These increments are adjusted to keep the total imaging time at a
practical limit while covering all the available depths. 3D reconstruction is made in ImageJ software using the volume viewer
plug in. Expanded 3D stacks are shown for the deepest sections (>1130 mm). Scale bar 50 mm (from Kobat et al. [6]) (B D)
3D in vivo imaging through the brain of an adult (6 month old) mCherry expressing transgenic zebraﬁsh. (B) Five transverse
opto acoustic imaging slices through the hindbrain area at the level of crista cerebellaris of a living zebraﬁsh taken at 585 nm.
(C) Example of an imaged slice (left) and its corresponding histological section in inverted colors (right). Abbreviations: B,
hindbrain; DM, dorsal ﬁn musculature; H, heart; HM, hypobranchial musculature. N, lateral line nerve; O, operculum; P,
pharynx; S, skull bones. (D) MSOT image of the brain (enlarged) with mCherry expression shown in color and the
corresponding ﬂuorescent histology of a dissected ﬁsh at the hindbrain level (from Razansky et al. [34]). (E H) In vivo
reconstructions of D. melanogaster salivary glands (with mesoscopic ﬂuorescence tomography). (E) In vivo reconstructions
of the pupal case and the GFP expressing salivary glands of a D. melanogaster prepupa (projections at 08 and 908). Scale
bar, 500 mm. Red lines indicate the planes where the reconstructions were obtained. (F,G) Planar reconstructions of the
salivary glands and corresponding histology analysis (blue, DAPI staining; green, GFP ﬂuorescence) obtained in planes 1
and 2, respectively. The histology images were acquired from morphologically matched areas of different pupae at the same
developmental stage. Scale bars, 300 mm. (H) Rendering of the pupal case and the salivary glands. White planes show
different planar reconstructions obtained at different heights (from Vinegoni et al. [23]).

imaging ﬂuorescence and absorption. When imaging elongated samples the specimens may be
stacked and translated vertically while imaging following a helical motion. This is the approach
used in helical optical projection tomography [21] (hOPT), an approach that has also been
recently used for long time-lapse imaging of the head eversion in Drosophila development, and
for high-throughput imaging [22].
Both OPT and hOPT, however, rely on the ﬁltered back-projection algorithm traditionally used in
CT to generate a 3D image, and therefore suffer a degradation of their performance proportion to
the amount of scattering the specimen presents. To account for this, mesoscopic ﬂuorescence
tomography (MFT) [23] was suggested, using more sophisticated light propagation models to
account for the presence of scattering in the measurements, improving imaging performance in
scattering samples compared to OPT [23], for example in in vivo imaging of Drosophila
melanogaster development (Figure 1E–H). Another approach to improve resolution while
imaging in the presence of scattering is time-gated OPT [18,24], which measures early arriving
photons to remove the contribution of scattering. Fieramonti et al. also introduced an OPT
system capable of imaging in 3D the distribution of ﬂow in zebraﬁsh [25].

The main advantage of OPT, hOPT, and MFT is the fact that, if scattering is present, there is a
way to account for it in the inverse model because all spatial information (despite being
scrambled due to scattering) is still present in the measurements. Another great advantage
of projection methods is the fact that absorption may be used as a source of contrast, something
which is not possible with confocal or laser sheet microscopy (see below). The main drawback of
optical projection approaches, however, is that they typically require that a large part of the
sample remains in focus during the measurement. This means that low numerical apertures
need to be used, in most cases by using an iris at the back focal plane of the objective, limiting
the resolution the technique can achieve and also signiﬁcantly lowering the sensitivity of the
imaging setup, requiring long exposure times and high power, thus signiﬁcantly exposing the
specimen to phototoxic effects.

Optoacoustic Imaging
Opto- or photoacoustic imaging (OA) is based on the generation of ultrasound waves within
tissue due to the thermoelastic expansion of localized tissue after absorption of a pulse of
light. By tracing the origin of the sound waves, tomographic methods [26,27] provide 3D
images of optical absorption. Compared to light scattering of visible or NIR light, ultrasound
is scattered several orders of magnitude less in tissue, resulting in depth penetration of
several cm, while maintaining a resolution of 100 mm or less. Because hemoglobin
presents strong light absorption in the visible, optoacoustic imaging is well suited for
resolving vascular structures [28]. In addition, multispectral illumination at several wavelengths combined with spectral unmixing can reveal speciﬁc chromophores and ﬂuorescent
proteins, distinguishing between oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin, a technique termed multispectral optoacoustic tomography (MSOT) [29,30]. The large penetration depths and the relatively high resolution of 100 mm (note that this resolution is one tenth of the transport mean
free path, 1 mm) make this approach ideal for macroscopic imaging of small animals
[31–33]. Higher resolution might be achieved with optoacoustic tomography, as seen in
Figure 1B–D where Razansky et al. [34] show how MSOT can be used to resolve ﬂuorophores in the brain of an adult transgenic zebraﬁsh in vivo with a scalable spatial resolution
of a few tenths of microns. In addition, Gateau et al. have shown that 3D optoacoustic
tomography enables imaging depths of several millimeters to centimeters with scalable
resolution under 100 mm [35]. Even higher resolution can be obtained, as shown by Omar
et al., by making use of an ultra-wideband single element transducer with a bandwidth of
20–180 MHz [36], demonstrating an axial resolution of 4 mm and a lateral resolution of
18 mm for imaging depths up to 5 mm, allowing imaging of vascular structures under the
skin or in small-animal model systems.

Need for Speed: Imaging Faster
Apart from depth, another main requirement for developmental studies is imaging speed, an
issue that has been addressed directly by light sheet microscopy techniques [37], offering
unprecedented full specimen imaging speeds suitable for in vivo imaging of fast processes such
as the beating zebraﬁsh heart [38–40]. These new fast volumetric imaging approaches now
extend both the number of time-points and the time-window we can use for time-lapse imaging,
reducing the risk of photobleaching and phototoxic effects in the specimen.

Light Sheet Microscopy
Light sheet microscopy or ultramicroscopy, originally developed in 1903 [41], reappeared in
1983 when it was applied to ﬁxed and cleared tissue as orthogonal-plane ﬂuorescence optical
sectioning (OPFOS) [42], and as thin laser sheet imaging microscopy (TSLIM) in 2002 [43] ﬁnally
being applied to whole ﬁxed and cleared organs as ultramicroscopy [44]. However, it was not
until Huisken et al. in 2004 [45] presented selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM) data
applied to in vivo zebraﬁsh imaging that light sheet microscopy really took off. Since then there

has been an explosion of papers devoted to light sheet microscopy, improving both the speed of
acquisition and the resolution.
Light sheet microscopy is based on generating a sheet of light within the specimen and ensuring
this sheet of light coincides with the focal plane of a high numerical objective (see [46] and the
special issue of Nature Collections [37] for a review on light sheet microscopy). Its contrast is
based on ﬂuorescence and, for this geometry to take place we need to be able to access the
sample from 908. How one generates this light sheet will determine how sensitive the setup is to
scattering. The original setups made use of cylindrical lenses to generate the light sheet, while
further developments employed structured illumination such as digitally scanned light sheet
microscopy (DSLM) [47] and DSLM-SI [48], sometimes combined with multi-photon excitation
to improve resolution even further [49–51] (Figure 2A shows high-speed volumetric imaging of
chromosomes in mitosis with sub-micron resolution).
There were two main drawbacks from the early light sheet microscopy setups: anisotropic
resolution and a low optical sectioning resolution owing to the thickness of the light sheet. The
former has been addressed by combining several views in multiview SPIM (mSPIM) [52,53], MuViSPIM [54], or dual-inverted SPIM (diSPIM) [55]. By contrast, low optical sectioning resolution has
been recently addressed by altering the shape of the beam, noting that when using traditional
Gaussian beams this focused light sheets imply smaller ﬁelds of view. To overcome this fact other
beams have been explored, in particular Bessel beams [55] owing to their longer depth of focus and
their ‘self-reconstructing’ capabilities which suffer less from the effect of scattering [49,50].
Recently, Vettenburg et al. [56] have shown that the use of Airy beams may extend the ﬁeld of
view in scanned beam light sheet microscopes up to distances 40-fold greater than the ﬁeld of
view offered by a Gaussian beam and fourfold that of a Bessel beam.
One key player in the development of fast light sheet microscopy setups has been the
development of scientiﬁc CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) cameras capable
of imaging at 200 frames per second and higher. By scanning the beam and focusing the sample
using a tunable lens, Fahrbach et al. [40] were able to image several full 3D stacks of a beating
zebraﬁsh heart per second (Figure 2F,G). Another relevant example of fast scanning in vivo is the
approach used in [57] where the authors achieve whole-brain functional imaging in zebraﬁsh
(Figure 2C–E) where the neuronal activity within the brain can be resolved with cellular resolution.
In the ﬁeld of development, light sheet microscopy has had a signiﬁcant impact, showing in vivo
development with cellular resolution of wide range of species. As examples of specimens being
imaged with high quality using light sheet microscopy, we should point out invertebrates such as
D. melanogaster [48], C. elegans [58], and T. castaneum [59], and vertebrates such as zebraﬁsh
[47,60] (for very useful information regarding zebraﬁsh preparation for laser sheet imaging see
[61]). Of particular importance is the work by Ichikawa et al. where light sheet microscopy was
applied to a developing mouse embryo, given the complexity of keeping a mouse embryo under
controlled CO2 and temperature conditions [62]. In this work an approach for transferring
embryos to the laser sheet microscope without exposing them to the environment is presented.
Overall, light sheet microscopy has several advantages, the most obvious being the speed of
acquisition and the low exposure of the specimens, allowing long-term in vivo imaging without
damaging the sample. One major drawback of light sheet microscopy, however, is inherent to its
geometry: in those cases where the specimen cannot be accessed from the side, generating a
sheet of light which coincides with the focal plane of an objective becomes unpractical, at least
when we deviate from surface measurements. Such an instance occurs for example when
imaging in vivo in an adult mouse through an imaging window. In such cases multiphoton
microscopy will yield the best results for depths up to 1–2 mm.
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Figure 2. (A and B) High speed volumetric imaging of chromosomes in mitosis. (A) Eight image volumes from a series of
200 such volumes depicting mitosis in a LLC PK1 cell transfected with plasmids encoding mEmerald histone H2B and
imaged in the Bessel TPE sheet mode. Each volume, composed of 200 image planes, was acquired in 1.0 s. The rest
interval between stacks varied from 20 s in metaphase and telophase to no rest in early anaphase, to expend more of the
photon budget at the points of most rapid evolution. Two chromatids (green and purple) are traced through the series.
(B) Four consecutive image volumes from the series, during the fast imaging period in anaphase, in which the two
chromatids separate (arrowheads). Times indicate minutes:seconds. Scale bars, 5 mm (from Planchon et al. [51]).
(C E) Whole brain imaging of neuronal activity with cellular resolution. (C) Dorsal and lateral projections of whole brain,
neuron level functional activity, reported by the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP5G in an elavl3:GCaMP5G
ﬁsh via changes in ﬂuorescence intensity (DF/F), superimposed on the reference anatomy. Near simultaneous activation of a
large population of neurons occurs at the second frame (t0) and spans areas in the midbrain and hindbrain. (D) High
resolution images are recorded in steps of 5 mm every 30 ms, with an exposure time of 5 ms per image. A volume of 800 
600  200 mm3, containing the entire brain, is recorded once every 1.3 s. (E) Activity is shown superimposed on the
anatomy (top) as well as separate from the anatomy (bottom). Slices represent activity recorded at consecutive intervals of
1.39 s. Scale bars, 100 mm (C), 10 mm (E) (from Ahrens et al. [57]). (F,G) Fast 3D imaging of the beating zebraﬁsh heart. Data
for several different planes in a beating zebraﬁsh heart can be acquired almost synchronously through the use of tunable
lens. In (F) two images taken in three different planes are shown. The temporal spacing between two frames taken in the
same plane is 1/30 s. Scale bar, 50 mm (from Fahrbach et al. [40]).

Imaging Smaller: Pushing Resolution to the Limit
Finally, the third aspect of imaging that needs to be addressed is resolution, where we ﬁnd great
efforts directed towards super-resolution techniques, including stimulated emission depletion
(STED) [63–66], structured illumination microscopy (SIM) [67,68], photoactivated localization
microscopy (PALM) [69,70], and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM)
[71–74]. These approaches offer sub-diffraction-limited resolution and have opened new ways
of exploring the submicron world within the living cell.
In conventional light microscopy the lateral and axial resolution depends on the size of the focal
spot (the point spread function, PSF) which, in the absence of scattering, is limited by diffraction.
In the lateral direction this size is approximately l/2, where l is the wavelength of the excitation
source. In the axial direction the resolution of a confocal microscope worsens due to the limited
aperture angle which causes the extension of the focal spot in the optical axis to be about threeto fourfold larger than in the lateral direction [1].

In STED microscopy [66,75], in addition to the excitation beam a second doughnut-shaped
beam is coupled into the illumination pathway. STED uses saturated stimulated depletion to
transfer all excited ﬂuorescent molecules back to the ground state, with the exception of the
small volume present at the central focal point (i.e., the ‘hole’ of the doughnut), its size being nonlinearly related to the depletion intensity. The STED approach can be extended to a more general
principle as shown in reversible saturable/switchable optically linear ﬂuorescence transition
(RESOLFT) microscopy [76], which can be performed with multiple kinds of switchable ﬂuorescent molecules, slightly reducing the intensity needed for imaging. With STED a resolution of
70 nm has been reached in living cells [65,77], as can be seen in Figure 3E where a two-color
STED microscope is used to image a living HEK293 cell over an interval of more than 4 minutes
[65]. Drawbacks of targeted switching techniques such as STED and RESOLFT are that they
often require high intensities, resulting in high photo-bleaching and photo-toxic effects. A higher
resolution is always accompanied a trade-off in acquisition time, where for a scanning method
such as STED the step size has to be smaller than half of the desired resolution.
In PALM [78,79] and STORM [71], individual molecules are switched on sparsely over the whole
ﬁeld of view by stochastic light activation. Even though targeted switching with STED and
RESOLFT, and stochastic switching with PALM or STORM, have opened new possibilities in the
ﬁeld of cell-, micro-, and neurobiology through their superior resolution, they also have some
drawbacks. For stochastic switching methods the acquisition speed is even more limited. The
ﬁrst restricting factor is that only a small fraction of the ﬂuorophores can be activated simultaneously to ensure that the distance between them is large enough for individual localization. The
second restricting factor is that the accuracy depends on the number of collected photons and
therefore on the exposure time. However, one of the beneﬁts of PALM and STORM compared to
targeted switching methods such as STED and RESOLFT is that lower intensities are needed.
A technique which offers a superior acquisition time at lower intensities and still gives subdiffraction resolution is (3D) SIM (3D-SIM) [67,68,80,81], which improves the diffraction-limited
resolution by a factor of about two (note that STED and PALM/STORM offer higher resolution). In
SIM the sample is illuminated by a pattern which is rotated and translated, and all this information
is combined to generate an image with twice the resolving power than that obtained with
homogeneous illumination, with a slight increase in acquisition times (one image per rotation,
typically). In Figure 3F, 3D-SIM images of DNA, nuclear lamina, and nuclear pore complex (NPC)
epitopes are compared to an image from a confocal laser scanning microscope showing how
3D-SIM offers superior resolution while still allowing in vivo imaging. Another implementation of
SIM is shown in Figure 3A–D [82], where the sample is illuminated with a structured (lattice) light
sheet, enabling fast imaging at resolutions beyond the diffraction limit, a technique which can
also be combined with PALM (Figure 3C,D).
Getting The Best of All Worlds: Combining Microscopy With Optoacoustics
With the availability of a variety of high-performance optical imaging methods, the selection and
investment into an imaging toolbox for biological discovery becomes a daunting task (Figure 4,
Key Figure, gives a comparison of the new technologies available and details on their requirements). The biologist of past decades needed, at most, to specify a few parameters such as
wavelength range and magniﬁcation capacity. Modern scientists, however, require an in-depth
understanding of a large range of techniques to optimally decide on the tools of interest. Central
to this decision is the research strategy and focus.
With respect to depth, biology has been limited to the observation of superﬁcial events or
transparent organisms, this limitation having a direct effect on which research lines may be
pursued. However, the optoacoustic methods open up new possibilities for imaging deeper
structures or even small animals. As mentioned previously, the depth penetration of all-optical
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Figure 3. (A and B) Experimental comparisons of Bessel beam and lattice light sheet microscopy. (A) 3D renderings in the
xy (top) and xz (bottom) directions of the 300th timepoint of a 4D dataset of a living HeLa cell transfected with mEmerald
Lifeact, taken in the SIM mode with a ﬁve phase hexagonal lattice at 7.5 s intervals. (B) The 300th timepoint from a third
HeLa cell, acquired with a hexagonal lattice in the dithered mode at 1.5 s intervals. Scale bar, 5 mm. The low phototoxicity of
this mode permits even light sensitive specimens such as D. discoideum to be imaged for long periods (from Chen et al.
[82]). (C and D) PALM super resolution. (C) Diffraction limited maximum intensity projection (MIP) from a slab 600 nm in
thickness cut through the bottom of the nuclear membrane of a ﬁxed U2OS cell expressing Dendra2 lamin A, taken in the
dithered lattice mode. (D) Super resolution MIP from the same slab, taken with 3D PALM, where molecules in successive
planes are excited with a dithered lattice light sheet. Scale bars, 2 mm in upper views of (C) and (D), 1 mm in zoomed boxes
below (from Chen et al. [82]). (E) STED super resolution. Live cell two color STED time series of HEK293 cells labeled with
EGF CLIPf ATTO647N (magenta) and EGFR SNAPf Chromeo494 (green). Data have been normalized to correct for
bleaching. The images shown have been cropped from the original raw data. Scale bar 1 mm (from Pellett et al. [65]).
(F) Simultaneous imaging of DNA, nuclear lamina, and nuclear pore complex (NPC) epitopes by 3D SIM. C2C12 cells are
immunostained with antibodies against lamin B (green) and antibodies that recognize different NPC epitopes (red). DNA is
counterstained with DAPI (blue). Central cross sections from Schermelleh et al. [81].
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Figure 4. Comparison of novel imaging modalities based on the type of specimen they can image, the illumination/detection
geometry, their multiphoton capabilities, resolution, photodamage, voxel anisotropy, and the contrast or label needed to
generate an image. Note that in all optical imaging approaches resolution will worsen as scattering increases. Abbreviations:
hOPT, helical optical projection tomography; LSM, light sheet microscopy; MFT, mesoscopic ﬂuorescence tomography; MPM,
multiphoton microscopy; MSOT, multispectral optoacoustic tomography; OAM, optoacoustic microscopy; PALM, photo
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imaging modalities is approximately one transport mean free path (1 mm in tissues). While
multiphoton microscopy and laser sheet microscopy have already extended our ability to image
structures to that limit, optoacoustics increases this range even further to the range of several
centimeters (i.e., 10–100 mean free paths). One additional advantage that optoacoustic imaging
offers is label-free imaging together with the possibility of using contrast agents which will render
processes within the organism visible, or the ability to perform functional imaging by distinguishing between the absorption spectrum of endogenous molecules such as oxy- and
deoxyhemoglobin.
Sometimes the requirements for an experiment cannot be fulﬁlled by a single technique. At this
point a hybrid system combining two or more imaging modalities may be the solution. Optical
techniques with similar geometries can be combined fairly easily and provide additional contrast
[7,9,12]. However, the combination of two similar optical techniques will usually not improve the
imaging depth signiﬁcantly. One possibility for future systems would be to combine optical and
optoacoustic systems so as to beneﬁt from both the high resolution of an optical microscope
and the larger imaging depth of an optoacoustic system. It has already been shown that
optoacoustic microscopy can be integrated into an confocal or multiphoton microscope and
deliver complementary contrast [83–85], but the full potential of combining the two techniques
has not been reached yet.

Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives
In summary, the main approach to reduce the effect of scattering and photobleaching is to
design systems that are capable of separating light that has suffered very little scattering (ballistic
light) from highly scattered light. This is achieved by tuning one or several of the parameters of
our light sources, such as the spatial coherence through interference or structured illumination,
the temporal proﬁle of the pulse (detecting early arriving light, for example), or wavelengths that
present larger penetration depths and generate non-linear processes (such as multiphoton
excitation, second or third harmonic generation, and Raman scattering). These different forms of
illumination, when combined with different detection geometries and methodologies, give rise to
speciﬁc imaging modalities. In this review we have presented the most recent development in
techniques that are more relevant to developmental biology because of their capacity to provide
volumetric information on developing organisms. We have seen how these different techniques
work and how they are affected by, and account for, scattering, showing how (and why) each of
these techniques has a range of applications in which they are extremely useful. We believe that
merging microscopy and optoacoustics shows great potential for imaging in developmental
biology to explore those regions which are still inaccessible to mainstream imaging modalities,
generating high-resolution images ranging in scale from the microscopic to the macroscopic
(see Outstanding Questions).
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